Quality aspects of hospital-based physiotherapy from the perspective of key stakeholders: a qualitative study
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ABSTRACT

Background For the design of a robust quality system for hospital-based physiotherapy, it is important to know what key stakeholders consider quality to be.

Objective To explore key stakeholders’ views on quality of hospital-based physiotherapy.

Methods We conducted 53 semi-structured interviews with 62 representatives of five key stakeholder groups of hospital-based physiotherapy: medical specialists, hospital managers, boards of directors, multidisciplinary colleagues and patients. Audio recordings of these interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed with thematic analysis.

Results According to the interviewees, quality of hospital-based physiotherapy is characterised by: (1) a human approach, (2) context-specific and up-to-date applicable knowledge and expertise, (3) providing the right care in the right place at the right time, (4) a proactive departmental policy in which added value for the hospital is transparent, (5) professional development and innovation based on a vision on science and developments in healthcare, (6) easy access and awareness of one’s own and others’ position within the interdisciplinary cooperation and (7) ensuring a continuum of care with the inclusion of preclinical and postclinical care of patients.

Conclusions Important quality aspects in the perspective of all stakeholders were an expertise that matches the specific pathology of the patient, the hospital-based physiotherapist being a part of the care team, and the support and supervision of all patients concerning physical functioning during the hospitalisation period. Whereas patients mainly mentioned the personal qualities of the physiotherapist, the other stakeholders mainly focused on professional and organisational factors. The results of this study offer opportunities for hospital-based physiotherapy to improve the quality of provided care seen from the perspective of key stakeholders.

INTRODUCTION

In the organisational structure of a hospital, the position of a hospital-based physiotherapy department can be seen as that of a service-providing or cost centre. A department within an organisation that does not directly add to profit but costs the organisation money to operate. The department delivers a service to a target group. To develop a high-quality standard of service, a target group centred strategy is needed. Such a strategy begins with defining the target group and its needs and wants. The key to delivering high-quality service is to balance stakeholders’ expectations and perceptions and to close the gap between these two aspects. Once the goals and perspectives of the stakeholders are understood, potential gaps in meeting their expectations can be explored and solved to ensure providing the required quality.

Stakeholders can be seen as individuals, groups or organisations who have an interest (stake) and the potential to influence the actions and aims of an organisation, project or policy direction. Stakeholder analysis has been developed as a multipurpose tool in the fields of policy, management and project implementation. Its usefulness lies in its ability to highlight the importance of actors and interest groups in the policymaking process. Growing evidence indicates that stakeholder engagement in healthcare

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

⇒ To our knowledge, this is the first study on quality aspects of hospital-based physiotherapy according to its main stakeholders (outside-in perspective).

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

⇒ Seven quality themes emerged from the data analysis, which characterises the quality of hospital-based physiotherapy from the perspective of key stakeholders.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY

⇒ The results of this study offer opportunities for hospital-based physiotherapy to improve the quality of provided care. With a better understanding of what key stakeholders expect, a quality policy can be worked on more effectively and efficiently, which strengthens the positioning of a hospital-based physiotherapy department within the hospital organisation.
research contributes to increased relevance of outcomes for patients and stakeholders.\(^8\)

In previous research into quality of hospital-based physiotherapy, we identified a set of 56 quality indicators, condensed into 7 quality themes, to describe and assess the quality of hospital-based physiotherapy from the perspective of hospital-based physiotherapists and their managers.\(^9\) However, it is also important to know what the main stakeholders of hospital-based physiotherapy consider quality to be. By identifying key stakeholders of hospital-based physiotherapy within the hospital, and including their views and opinions on quality of hospital-based physiotherapy, the quality policy of a physiotherapy department can be better targeted.

Whether the practice of care provided by hospital-based physiotherapists meets the criteria of desirable care and stimulates continuous quality improvement, an understanding of quality enriched with the views of key stakeholders within the hospital is required. The quality of the provided hospital-based physiotherapy care can be assessed with a quality system, and the alignment between performance, strategy, vision and desired outcomes can be established.\(^10\) Therefore, this study aims to explore key stakeholders’ views and opinions on quality of departments of hospital-based physiotherapy.

**METHODS**

**Design and setting**

This qualitative study was conducted from October 2020 to June 2021 in three large Dutch hospitals, one academic and two teaching hospitals.

**Patient and public involvement**

Patients or the public were not involved in the design, or conduct, or reporting, or dissemination plans of our research. The results of the study will be disseminated to all participants and members of the NVZF (Dutch Association for Physiotherapy in Hospitals) during their annual congress.

**Preliminary research**

During our previous study,\(^9\) hospital-based physiotherapists and their managers were asked to list all stakeholders of hospital-based physiotherapy they considered important. Subsequently, they rated their importance in and influence on hospital-based physiotherapy, on a scale from 1 (minimal) to 9 (maximal). The average scores on the dimensions of importance and influence were plotted on the x-axis and y-axis in a stakeholder matrix (figure 1). Stakeholders from the quadrants with the highest scores on both axes were considered key stakeholders within the hospital. These included medical specialists (referrers), hospital managers, boards of directors, allied health colleagues and patients.

**Interviews**

We planned interviews with each of the five key stakeholder groups in the three participating hospitals. In each hospital, a contact person from the physiotherapy department was recruited who coordinated the selection of and appointments with stakeholders in their hospital. Each potential candidate for an interview received an information letter about the study and an informed consent form. Inclusion criteria for members of the Executive Board were that they had allied healthcare as a focus area in their portfolio, for managers and specialists that...
they were at least among the top 10 largest referrers to physiotherapy within their hospital, and for multidisciplinary colleagues that they collaborated substantially with hospital-based physiotherapists. Patients were included when they had received at least three physiotherapeutic treatment sessions during admission and their admission period was no longer than 1 week ago.

All participants were interviewed individually. Exceptions for a group interview were made if there were several interview candidates within a stakeholder group at the same time. For every type of stakeholder, a specific topic list with interview guide for the semi-structured interview was drawn up by the authors (online supplemental appendix 1). Each topic list was piloted several times in test interviews prior to use in this study. Each interview was moderated by the primary researcher (RS), assisted where possible by the contact person of the respective hospital. To ensure that all items on the topic list were covered in each interview, no time limit was set for the interviews. Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Analysis
Transcripts of the interviews were checked against the field notes by the interviewer and the contact person of the respective hospital when present. A thematic approach was used to analyse the transcripts. Three researchers (RS, LvH-S and GD) independently studied and inductively coded the transcripts by open coding. Differences in coding were discussed, and a codebook as well as a set of the most meaningful quotations were created based on consensus between the three researchers before the next set of transcripts was analysed. Saturation was achieved from the moment that list coding, instead of open coding, could be fully used via the codebook. Analysis of transcripts was supported by ATLAS-ti V.8.4. In the last step of the analysis phase, codes were thematically ordered and the themes found were finally categorised according to three organisational levels at which a hospital physiotherapy department can be viewed (ie, the hospital-based physiotherapist, the hospital physiotherapy department and the hospital).

Trustworthiness
To enhance trustworthiness, the whole research team, all experienced hospital-based physiotherapists and researchers, reviewed and consented with the identified themes and results as found by the three primary researchers. A member check by participants was also carried out. Participants received the preliminary findings and could, when desired, provide feedback on the accuracy of the researchers’ interpretation of the data. No substantive comments were received.

Reflexivity
During the study, we were aware of our positions and maintained a reflexive approach from our perspectives as experienced hospital-based physiotherapists and researchers (RS, LvH-S and GD), as a teacher of physiotherapy and experienced researcher (MM) and as (associate) professors in allied health and medical care and experienced researchers (TJH, PB and PvdW). We tried to obtain balanced and uniform data by having RS conduct all the interviews, supported by a local contact from the hospital in question. During data analysis we were always aware of conflicting codes, which we resolved in consensus. In correctly defining the codes and themes found, and in writing the manuscript, we carefully selected the appropriate language.

This study was reported following the Consolidated criteria for Reporting Qualitative research.

RESULTS
Sixty-two hospital employees and patients divided into five stakeholder groups were interviewed. Of the total of 53 interviews, 46 were individual and 7 were group interviews. Characteristics of the participants are presented in table 1.

The most important quality aspects stakeholder groups reported are presented in table 2.

The analysis of all interviews yielded a total of 129 quality aspects which could be classified under the following 7 quality themes (table 3).

### Table 1 Characteristics of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Age Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Experience years Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Number of treatments Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Men:women n:n (%:%)</th>
<th>Duration of interview (MM:SS) Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board of directors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60.0 (5.0)</td>
<td>8.7 (6.0)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2:1 (67:33)</td>
<td>16:08 (04:01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital managers</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>49.6 (8.2)</td>
<td>8.8 (7.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7:7 (50:50)</td>
<td>19:01 (03:50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical specialists</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45.9 (9.6)</td>
<td>11.9 (8.9)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>11:7 (64:36)</td>
<td>15:16 (03:35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidisciplinary colleagues</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33.3 (9.4)</td>
<td>9.4 (6.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0:12 (0:100)</td>
<td>19:54 (06:45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>62.1 (13.5)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5.4 (2.6)</td>
<td>7:8 (47:53)</td>
<td>10:17 (06:18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>48.9 (14.3)</td>
<td>10.1 (7.8)</td>
<td>5.4 (2.6)</td>
<td>27:35 (44:56)</td>
<td>15:37 (05:42)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quality of hospital-based physiotherapy is characterised by a human approach

Mainly patients indicate that they expect a hospital-based physiotherapist with a human approach; a professional who is engaged and empathic, with respect for the needs and demands of the patient, stays calm and gives clear explanations and motivational instructions preoperatively and postoperatively. The care of the physiotherapist should be personalised and should provide safety and confidence according to patients and co-treating professionals.

If, for example, you have to move from the bed to the chair, that they remain calm and clearly tell you that this is what is going to happen and you cannot fall out, and so on, that is very important. (Patient 02)

The pep talk, you know with walking and so on, that they say well done, you are doing well, or you know, it is going fantastic, you know. Then you feel a bit of euphoria of, oh yes, well you know then it is going well, so then I think oh well I am doing my best and they see it. (Patient 03)

Quality of hospital-based physiotherapy is characterised by context specific and up-to-date applicable knowledge and expertise

According to patients, although they cannot verify this directly, the physiotherapist is expected to have professional knowledge and expertise. Medical specialists and hospital management, who are able to call on this knowledge and expertise directly, add that this expertise should match the specific pathology of the patient, providing more additional in-depth diagnostics. In this way, the physiotherapist can become an important sparring partner for the medical specialist in determining and implementing treatment policy. Or even take over parts of the medical work independently.

A good physiotherapist also has a signalling function, so he can also tell us: if this is what you have in mind,
then I need this and that. Or that’s not feasible in this patient’s case. Or I see that it won’t work in the long run. So, to put it bluntly, a physiotherapist must not only blindly carry out what we prescribe. (Medical Specialist 03)

In some places, the physiotherapist takes over the role of the doctor, for example pelvic floor problems. Or the physiotherapist who participates in the hand centre. There, they are so specialised and differentiated that, based on their knowledge of functional movement, they take over a role from a doctor who only predominantly looks at it from a medical perspective. (Hospital Manager 01)

**Quality of hospital-based physiotherapy is characterised by providing the right care in the right place at the right time**

Availability of the right physiotherapist at the right moment was mainly mentioned by medical specialists and co-treating professionals, as well as having short communication lines with these colleagues. This is particularly to avoid unnecessarily prolonging the patient’s stay, often indicating that this could also mean continuing treatment in the evening hours or at the weekend. Hospital management adds the issue of whether a physiotherapist should be embedded in the allied health service or care department, to have more control on this process.

The availability or unavailability of the physiotherapist should not lead to longer hospitalisation times or longer recovery times for the patient. In other words, the patient should not have to stay in hospital longer because Pete or Jeff or Karen really cannot make it that day. (Medical Specialist 09)

Look, I can still see some disadvantages in the process, but that eh, look the hospital is a 24/7 company in principle. And, you often see that we are not always set up that way, so also the physiotherapy. There is physiotherapy at the weekend, but it is of a different intensity and that one physiotherapist has to treat more patients in a shorter time than during the week. Yes, I don’t think that’s continuity. (Hospital Manager 14)

**Quality of hospital-based physiotherapy is characterised by a proactive departmental policy in which the added value for the hospital is transparent**

Hospital management and medical specialists are looking for proactive physiotherapists, both at request and spontaneously, primarily ensuring that the hospitalisation period of patients is shortened. Physiotherapists contributing to the multidisciplinary care pathway, and delivering added value in projects and innovations, were also mentioned. The executive board likes to see the physiotherapist as a specialist in issues concerning physical functioning which affect the whole hospital, and a physiotherapy policy that dares to make result-oriented agreements with the organisation.

Then I expect a proactive attitude from the um, from the club physiotherapists. That there are sometimes requested, and sometimes unrequested modifications of the consultation. (Hospital Manager 05)

Physiotherapy is part of the treatment team that helps patients. The difference lies in the expert role regarding functional movement that is taken up by this team. In practice with patients, and also in the active participation in treatment policy, and daring to make outcome agreements concerning interventions within certain patient categories. (Executive Board 01)

**Quality of hospital-based physiotherapy is characterised by professional development and innovation based on a vision on science and developments in care**

From the perspective of what is best for their patients, medical specialists expect physiotherapy to adhere to the most recent guidelines and, where necessary, to conduct and to lead their own scientific research. Boards of directors and hospital management also expect this, but more from the perspective of business economics and patient satisfaction, by balancing scientific evidence and actual healthcare needs.

And now the physiotherapist as part of allied health care, supports the medical field, so to speak. And I think that in the future, it should be the other way round, with much more focus on healthy exercise, physical activity and nutrition. And then to consider what the medical specialist can still do for you. (Medical Specialist 12)

If you talk about academic physiotherapy, you have to emphasise the renewal and innovation of your training, but also the innovation of your professional field, and research is necessary for this. And also to look at what is evidence for and what is not. (Executive Board 03)

**Quality of hospital-based physiotherapy is characterised by easy access and awareness of one’s own and others’ position within the interdisciplinary cooperation**

Being an inherent part of the care team, giving support and supervision to all patients’ physical functioning during the hospitalisation period and supporting early mobilisation, was mentioned by medical specialists. Hospital management and the executive board expect an expertise regarding physical functioning in relation to daily practice of the patient. Interdisciplinary collaboration was mentioned by co-treating professionals, as well as the ability to identify one another based on an expertise within the care team, leading to a joint treatment plan for the patient.

Well, because at the moment the doctor is certainly not going to do all the exercises with the patient, and neither will the nurses. So, who is going to do it? So no, I think the physiotherapist is really an inherent
Quality of hospital-based physiotherapy is characterised by ensuring a continuum of care with the inclusion of preclinical and postclinical care of patients

Being visible as an integral part of the care team and the care pathway within the network of preoperative and postoperative care around the hospital, was seen as a key quality aspect by the board of directors, hospital management and medical specialists. This ensures a continuum of care, which extends beyond the admission. Important issues here are how to link with external physiotherapists, and how to ensure a proper transfer to other healthcare professionals.

I think continuity is important—and that is both preoperative and postoperative. What I think is important here, what I’m noticing now, is that you have to determine how you function in the network, so that you, how do you link up with peripheral or, indeed, external physiotherapists? I think that eventually, people leave the hospital, of course, and then you just don’t fall under hospital-based physiotherapy any more, so if there is a good transfer of this and also the other way round, I think that is an important factor. (Medical Specialist 07)

I think a huge added value for us is that the transition to primary care or to a rehabilitation centre or other institutions is seamless. That we simply deliver people well, so to speak. (Hospital Manager 06)

DISCUSSION

Major findings

This study aimed to record views and opinions of key stakeholders within the hospital on the quality of hospital-based physiotherapy. Overall, seven quality themes emerged from the data analysis, reflecting that the quality of hospital-based physiotherapy is characterised by: (1) a human approach, (2) context-specific and up-to-date applicable knowledge and expertise, (3) providing the right care in the right place at the right time, (4) a proactive departmental policy in which added value for the hospital is transparent, (5) professional development and innovation based on a vision on science and developments in care, (6) easy access and awareness of one’s own and others’ position within the interdisciplinary cooperation and (7) ensuring a continuum of care with the inclusion of preclinical and postclinical care of patients. Across all seven themes, three aspects stood out that were mentioned most often by all stakeholders: an expertise that matches the specific pathology of the patient, the hospital-based physiotherapist being a part of the care team and support and supervision of all patients’ physical functioning during the hospitalisation period.

Whereas patients mainly mentioned the personal qualities of the physiotherapist, the other stakeholders mainly focused on professional and organisational factors. Patients prefer physiotherapists who show empathy and engagement with their health problem, whereas hospital management would like them to be proactive. Medical specialists focus on expertise that matches the specific pathology of the patient, executive boards on an expert role regarding functional movement within the treatment team. Co-treating professionals emphasise the importance of interdisciplinary collaboration with the hospital-based physiotherapist.

Relation to similar studies

To our knowledge, this is the first study on quality aspects of hospital-based physiotherapy according to its main stakeholders (outside-in perspective). A recent systematic review of quality of care indicators for hospital-based physiotherapy emphasises once more that in this field more research is necessary to provide proven, evidence-based quality measures to fill this gap and determine how indicators can be implemented in everyday practice.14

However, part of our findings touches on the conclusion of earlier research into the changing role of the physical therapist in hospitals: an increased emphasis on higher-level skills in patient care and professional interaction and the continuing importance of professionalism.15 16

In general, information from a stakeholder analysis can be used to develop strategies for managing these stakeholders, to facilitate the implementation of specific decisions or organisational objectives or to understand the policy context and assess the feasibility of future policy directions.74 Within healthcare, this can lead to surprising insights, for example, by allowing the target group to have more influence on the therapy offered,17 18 or to discard a strategy that initially seemed the right one.19 When stakeholder insights are used to measure quality, it is important that stakeholders also collaborate in measurement development and selection.20 Regardless of which methodology for quality improvement is used (eg, Lean or Six Sigma), the most important aspect of successful quality improvement is to achieve stakeholder buy-in.21

Meaning and relevance of the findings

The results of this study offer opportunities for hospital-based physiotherapy to improve the quality of provided care seen from the perspective of key stakeholders. This applies to the individual hospital-based physiotherapist, the physiotherapy department and the entire hospital. In this way, with a better understanding of what key stakeholders expect, a quality policy can be worked on more effectively and efficiently, which strengthens the positioning of a hospital-based physiotherapy department...
within the hospital organisation. And when this process is combined with the results we found in a previous study in which we asked hospital-based physiotherapists and their managers what they thought were important quality aspects,2 a quality system for hospital-based physiotherapy can be established. This system can provide the local basis for a solid quality cycle, and when applied by more hospitals the possibility may arise to generalise data to nationwide quality indicators for hospital-based physiotherapy that enable benchmarking. Consistently high quality physiotherapy care can only occur when there is general commitment to understanding all the constructs of the physiotherapy quality package.22

Strengths and limitations
The design and analysis of this qualitative study was rigorous and robust. The large number of interviews with experienced professionals and patients, spread across three large Dutch hospitals, also contributes to the generalisability of the findings. It should be noted, however, that smaller district hospitals were not represented in this study. Another limitation is that only stakeholders in the hospital, and no external stakeholders were interviewed.

A key limitation is the extent to which the results of this qualitative study can be generalised or transferred to other contexts.23–27 Checklists to assess transferability of qualitative research do not exist.20 27

Seen from the perspective of our design and analysis, extrapolation of our results to the Dutch situation of hospital-based physiotherapy should be possible. From an international perspective, this is more complex because our data apply to the Dutch system and are difficult to translate to other countries due to differences in the healthcare system. The positioning of hospital-based physiotherapy may vary, depending on this amount of difference.

Suggestions for further research
To obtain a complete understanding of quality expectations of hospital-based physiotherapy, stakeholders outside the hospital qualified as less important in the preliminary research of this study, like health insurance companies, professional and patient associations and general practitioners, could be investigated additionally. Also, to support the findings of this study, additional research could be done in other settings and countries.

CONCLUSION
According to key stakeholders of hospital-based physiotherapy, important quality aspects were (1) an expertise that matches the specific pathology of the patient, (2) the hospital-based physiotherapist being a part of the care team and (3) the support and supervision of all patients concerning physical functioning during the hospitalisation period. Seven quality themes emerged from the data analysis of these stakeholders groups by which quality of hospital-based physiotherapy is furthermore characterised. Whereas patients mainly mentioned the personal qualities of the physiotherapist, the other stakeholders mainly focused on organisational factors. The results of this study offer opportunities for hospital-based physiotherapy to improve the quality of provided care seen from the perspective of key stakeholders.
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